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MEMORABLE FOR THE
RIGHT REASONS
Shelter Custom-Built Living delivers stunning homes with unapparelled
design and client-centric care.

“B

uilding a home should be an
enjoyable process,” says Ryan Butler,
founder and second-generation
builder of Shelter Custom-Built Living. “We
want our clients to remember their building
experience for all the right reasons—integrity,
innovation, craftsmanship, and service.”
With a 30-year history of constructionindustry excellence, Butler and his talented,
in-house team are recognized for stunning
custom homes, comprehensive design-build
expertise, and a straightforward, seamless
building process. By offering transparency, oneof-a-kind options, and ongoing communication,
Shelter delivers an exceptional product and
experience.
“We take houses from plan to reality,
exceeding clients’ expectations along the way,”
Butler says.
When current Bayley Street homeowners first
envisioned their dream home on Daniel Island,
they looked for the right architect and chose
Mark Moehring, owner of Archidemic. From
there, they knew they needed a builder with
the capability to craft their modern style, and
who had a history of dependability and amazing
craftsmanship. Shelter paired with designer
Mosmi Naik-Patel were the right team to execute
their specific vision.
The exterior architecture was designed to
purposely connect the home to Charleston’s
historic architecture. “Step inside the home and
you’re met with intricate details and statement
pieces at every turn,” says Butler, “from wood
wall panels and book-matched marble to custom
light fixtures sourced from around the world and
an innovative Control4 smart home system.”
The home’s drama spans from expansive
Lowcountry vistas to marbled surfaces, gilded
fixtures, and original wall panels that are a work
of art.
“The end result is a stunning juxtaposition
of historic coastal elegance with artistic,
contemporary functionality, perfectly tailored for
the modern family,” Butler says.

843-471-1833 | sheltercustombuiltliving.com

CLOCKWISE FROM THE TOP: The

Lowcountry home’s grandiose
exterior appears timeless by
alluding to the region’s historic
architecture. Brass and Orca Marble
finishes add glamour to a modern
kitchen. Windows and mirrors blend
nature with elegance in this master
bathroom. With an outdoor kitchen,
pool, hot tub, and stunning views,
this backyard oasis is a patio built for
entertaining.

